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ABSTRACT
In this research the authors explore a hybrid approach which uses
the basic concept of key frame animation together with procedural
animation to reduce the number of key frames needed for an animation clip. The two approaches are compared by conducting an
experiment where the participating subjects were asked to rate
them based on their visual appeal.
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frames were generated from them using mirroring. When using
four key frames to animate a clip with significant differences in
rotation per key frame, the linear interpolation has poor visual
quality. To avoid the sharp direction changes, a more sophisticated
interpolation is needed that ensures continuous differentiability.
We employed simple and efficient spherical spline quaternion interpolation called SQUAD [Shoemake 1985], see Figure 1. In several
animations like crouching, the interpolations used in gait motions
were not adequate. Additional extrapolation is required to cause
the required oscillation around a keyframe, e.g. towards the end. A
damped spring system was also added to the hybrid approach in
some animations to remove the velocity jar, see Figure 2.
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INTRODUCTION

The most common approach to creating animation clips is the
key frame animation [Chen and Li 2016]. A powerful aspect of
the key framing is the amount of control given to the artist but
the downside is excessive memory consumption. A less common
approach to character animation is procedural animation [Mahoney
1997] wherein the graphical artists only produce the model and then
the animations are programmed separately. Procedural animation
lends itself better to group behavior, secondary animation and
inbetweening. We implement a hybrid animation approach which
uses fewer key frames than the traditional key frame. It shifts a
portion of the workload from the artists to the programmers but not
to the extent of procedural animation [Rosen 2014]. The purpose
of this study is to determine whether the hybrid animation can be
considered as a preferable alternative to the traditional key frame
animation approach.
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Figure 1: A sphere illustration of the spherical spline quaternion interpolation (SQUAD) and it’s angular velocity graph,
also see [Dam et al. 1998]

METHOD

One of the crucial benefits of the hybrid animation is the low
amount of key frames it requires. To this end, two key frames
were extracted for each animation sequence and two additional key
∗ indicates

Figure 2: The abrupt change in the velocity direction of the
hand between two consecutive frames causes velocity jar.
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RESULT

The proposed system was implemented and tested on four animation clips: walking, running, crouching, and idling as displayed
in Figure 3. The authors designed an experiment to find out how
visually appealing the hybrid animation was compared side-by-side
to the traditional key frame approach. Figure 4 summarizes results
from 31 participants who compared and rated the clip according to
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what they found the most visually appealing. The rating was considered as negative if it favored the key frame animation significantly
and positive if it favored hybrid animation slightly to significantly
better. To increase the scalability of the implementation, support for
increasing the amount of key frames used for the hybrid animation
at intermediate points was added.
The participants were not informed of the technique used for the
shown clips and the order of comparison was randomized to reduce
the risk of learning bias. They were told to rate the clip according to
what they found the most visually appealing (Likert scale with five
possible answers). As the original key frame animation approach
is based on motion capture data, the motions are expected to be
more life-like and have high visual quality. This information is
lost in the hybrid animation approach as there are not enough key
frames to describe this behavior. On the other hand, the positive
factors of reusable work and artist work relief could exceed the
negatives in case of the hybrid method. In general, the response
of the participants demonstrated that the hybrid animation was
comparable to the key frame animation, see Figure 4.

Figure 3: The four animation clips: walking, running,
crouching and idling.

Figure 4: Participant ratings for hybrid animation in
comparison to key frame approach with: (left) minimal
keyframes, (right) extra keyframe(s) added.
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